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A

sound

ECONOMY

is dependent upon a sound

SOCIETY

DECLARATION OF INTERDEPENDENCE
CREATING A NEW PARADIGM FOR BUSINESSES OF THE FUTURE
The "Declaration of Interdependence" affirms the ways in which the fates of our
ecological, social and economic worlds are bound together.
We, as individuals, and as organizations, are a part of this ecosystem. What we do in
one circle affects the other. A corporation is not a separate entity as was previously,
mistakenly believed. It lies within the circles of economy, society and the
environment, the last being the largest and all encompassing.
Therefore, it is essential for corporations like us to respond appropriately to social
and environmental issues and work towards the development of a sustainable society
through activities contributing to the positive development of all three spheres.
We, at Micromatic Grinding, declare our responsibility to one another, to the greater
community of life and the environment and to future generations.
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Chairman's Message
Dear patrons and well wishers of MGT,
In 2008 when global recession had imposed unprecedented challenges on Indian
business, we rallied around ‘Hope and Resolve’. We had hope in your
resilience – and we had hope in the uniquely Indian ability to weather any
storm. And most importantly, we had hope in the strength of our
relationships. With this hope as a bedrock, we resolved to continue our
passion of ‘Becoming the Best’, of measuring up to your increased
expectations and of not failing in our ethical and professional values.
Today within less than 2 years of the global recession, the faith has been
vindicated. There is frenetic activity on the Indian shop floor
and for us at MGT, if I may humbly add, there is pride in being part of the
shaping of a new India.
And now, in 2011, as we step into the next decade, we are adopting a new,
more comprehensive perspective of our pursuit of business operations in harmony with the future.
In the next decade, businesses must see the larger systems of which all organizations and entities are a
part. They must develop policies and approaches to ensure the health of these larger systems. And in the
next decade, we must collaborate across boundaries in today's fully linked world and envision a
sustainable future for everyone.
'Sustainable Business' is not just a fancy word, it is essential to the long term growth and success
of any organization.
This is the 'Necessary Revolution'*, a new paradigm for businesses of the future. And at Micromatic
Grinding, we are applying this paradigm across board by putting environmental and social
responsibility at the heart of our management practices. We are creating a discourse around
this paradigm- through our vision statement, our communications, and by encouraging all
employees to apply it to their daily lives. Because of our humanistic management practices,
we have become subjects of an international case study. Through our long term
association with Gram Niyojan Kendra, we have helped create a business model which
gives back to society.
And as the larger spheres fall into place, so do the smallest.
This year too, we have managed to surpass customer expectations, by innovating and
increasing productivity, by establishing new joint ventures, and excelling in our
position as the no. 1 Machine Tools Company in India. The three
circles are perfectly aligned in 2011.
With warm regards

N.K. DHAND

*“The Necessary Revolution”, by Peter Senge.
Bryan Smith. Nina Kruschwitz. Joe Laur. Sara Schley
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Highlights of 2010

2010 saw the inauguration of a new branch, some prestigious orders and
some cutting edge innovations at MGT. Here are the highlights of the year gone by.

A PRESTIGIOUS ORDER
MGT bagged its largest order of ` 14.15 crores from M/s Bharat Forge Ltd. for 15
large size CNC grinding machines.
MGT will be supplying them with 13 machines RHINO R-120 for Crankshaft Main
Journals Grinding and 2 machines of 3 m length for Crankshaft End Journal Grinding.

A NEW INDUSTRY SEGMENT
It has always been our quest to cater to diversified industry segments, from
Automotives to Agriculture. And in 2010, MGT supplied grinding machines to the
leading manufacturers of submersible pumps in Coimbatore and Rajkot. A total of
7 machines have been supplied.

Switzerland

A NEW BRANCH IN SWITZERLAND
On 7th July 2010, the first European branch of MMT was
inaugurated in Grenchen, Switzerland. With this office,
we aim to make an impact on the European market in our
quest of becoming a global player and making “Made in
India” a trusted brand in the world!

Grenchen

THE TOYODA MICROMATIC CAM GRINDER
The Toyoda Micromatic Cam Grinding project started in
2006 met its first success by installation of the first high
speed CBN machine GC 25-M CAM LOBE grinder, at
Musashi India Pvt. Ltd. in January 2010. The satisfaction
of the customer brought three more repeat orders from
Musashi including one from Musashi Thailand.

Mr M. Venkateswaralu, Mr Manoj Chhilar of Musashi, Gurgaon
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,

AT THE PLANTS

,

Welcome to the MGT Plants. Our four plants cover a total area of 200,000
square feet and have the capacity to build 500 machines a year. Here is a peek
into what's going on at the Ghaziabad and Bangalore plants, in the words of the
people who know the plants like the back of their hands, the MGT employees.
MGT Ghaziabad: Mr. Mahajan says

At MGT Ghaziabad, several major initiatives were taken in the following areas:
VENDOR PARTNERING
?
A Vendor Meet was organized at the Ghaziabad plant.
?
Thirty seven vendors attended. All problematic areas were dealt with through a
time bound action plan.
TECHNOLOGY
?
The Stallion series grinder was established, a complete analysis of the model in
terms of cost, application and positioning vis-à-vis the old product and
competition was shared with our marketing team.

HEALTH
?
Major initiatives taken to take care of the health of our employees.
?
Interaction with ESI, pro-active steps to increase health awareness and periodic checks, active
participation in the activities of “Sankalp” a CSR initiative by Hindustan Latex for the awareness of
AIDS.

ENVIRONMENT & SAFETY
?
Water consumption measurement started .
?
First aid/ fire fighting training has been organized.

MGT Bangalore: Mr. Narayan Muramatti says
?
Micromatic’s new plant at Bangalore received MGT’s SINGLE BIGGEST ORDER ever, of
` 768 Lacs, from Bharat Forge Limited
?
In its first full year of operations, the MGT Bangalore plant produced 50 machines- 28
hydraulic and 22 CNC. Training of TWI was conducted for 20 people for assembly of
machines.
SOME CRITICAL JOB WORKS at SNK Five Face Machining Centre.
?
Machining of ISO grid panels for Aerospace applications.
?
Machining of fabricated base structures for tyre machinery industries.
?
Machining of track master for oil rig industry.
SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY
CNC H-Grind 500 x 3000 AWH, ABC 3000 and max Job Wt 750 Kgs. Common H-Grind 1200
was used with bed extension for economical and faster delivery.
Our quest for perfect precision continued with the development of the small size internal
grinder Model IG-50.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Multidia Gauge for pump industry shaft grinding, Match Grinding application for needle
grinding and the development of Piston Ring Grinding.
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NEW AND CUTTING EDGE

To raise new questions, new possibilities,
to regard old problems from a new angle, requires creative
imagination and marks real advance in science."-Albert Einstein

So what is new and shining at
MGT this year besides our machines?
In what ways have we grown?
How have we raised
the bar and our
productivity? Here's a look.

THE MGT BRANCH
AT SWITZERLAND
Every year at MGT, we
push our boundaries,
innovate and come
up with something new.
In 2010, we created
a technology that allows
us to completely
automate the grinding of
components on our
grinding machines.

Micromatic Machine Tools Pvt. Ltd, Branch
Grenchen, Switzerland was registered on 7th
July 2010. It is manned by an all efficient task
force of two brilliant MGT employees,
Mr. Mohsin Shaikh and Mr. Andreas
Zurbuchen, who are currently focusing on
providing quick and efficient service to our
European customers. However, looking at the
potential of the European market, machines
are being stocked for demonstration and trials.
Some critical components are already being
produced successfully by our customers in
Europe. The branch has a spacious shopfloor
w h i c h ca n sto c k 6 - 8 m a c h i n e s fo r
demonstration. It is also equipped with
various toolroom machines like Lathe, Milling
machine, Drilling machine, Forklift etc along
with inspection instruments.

This is the
Humard Loader and
MGT machine 2414 at Switzerland
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R & D at MGT
MGT believes that it is necessary
to engage in R & D to develop
new products and remain
competitive in the market.
The MGT R & D centre has been
recognized by the Government
of India and is constantly engaged
in developing new technologies
to improve existing machines and
create new ones. In 2010,
the MGT R & D centre saw
some fantastic breakthroughs,
some of which are listed below.

New Software
Development

{

{

FOR EASY SET-UP CHANGE &
REDUCING SET-UP CHANGE TIME

The customized screen uses an interactive method that allows the system to
be operated in accordance with the messages displayed on the CNC display.
Thus, even a first time user who is to operate the system, can readily create
and edit programs & run the production.

Machine Models supplied with Custom screens

B-Axis “Flexi”

I Grind 50 “SPM”

SH-40 CNC “60mps”

REDESIGNING IT @
MGT
In 2010, we prepared our IT infrastructure to meet all business

needs, even before they arose.
MGT has 23 servers and maintaining all these servers at all times was
a big challenge. And so, after many rounds of discussion and debate,
MGT selected VMware (Virtualization) as the driver of its IT
technologies. This deployment will be complete by April, 2011. This
redesigning of IT at MGT will make the infrastructure at MGT more
reliable and future-ready than ever.
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e-Grind320 with Robotic automation for
transmission parts

Use of Robotics in machines
Development of highly rigid and low friction Hydrostatic
guideways.
Using the same
technology we have
developed SH63S
model which
incorporated CBN
grinding with 80mps
cutting speed. We
have displayed the
first prototype
during IMTEX-2011.

MGT has also developed a complete process for
integrating gantry type autoloading and supplied this to
M/s Musashi and M/s Bosch.

A new 0.5 microns workhead was
developed last year. One of these
has been supplied to MGTB.
Precision gets closer to perfect.
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CASE STUDIES

At MGT, we constantly and consistently try to
improve our processes, technology and machines.
Here are some case studies from 2010 that reflect this endeavour.

THE h-GRIND-360 X 1200 CNC
30% Direct Productivity increased by grinding in 1 set-up besides
saving 90 min. of set-up change time: Special face driving
arrangement & straight wheel of Ø900 mm was used.

Component Name:- Rotor - Screw Compressor

Trial Results:
Actual Cycle Time = 21 min
Cp/Cpk = 1.67 on all OD
Component weight = 162 kg.

BEFORE

AFTER

Set up change time-90min.

Nil

Cycle time-30min.

Cycle time-21min

Tail stock mounted dresser

Work head mounted dresser to reduce the set-up change
time for other type of rotors

Blade type dresser used

Diamond roll is used for consistent result & longer
dresser life.

e-GRIND200 CNC
Special face driving arrangement helps in grinding the component in
1 setup instead of 2.
· Productivity Increase-80%

Component Name: - Cam Shaft

Trial Results: Actual Cycle Time = 28 sec
Cp/cpk =1.67 on all OD

BEFORE

AFTER

Setup change time - 45 minutes.

Nil

Grinding cycle time/components-50 sec.

Grinding cycle time/components-28 sec
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Stallion Heavy SH-40 CNC
High cutting speed reduces grinding forces & high
material removal is possible.
Better geometrical accuracies in less cycle time are
achieved i.e. higher productivity.
·Better quality
·Productivity increase:18%

Component Name: - Counter Shaft

Trial Results: Actual Cycle Time = 61 sec
Cp/cpk =1.67

BEFORE

AFTER

With 45MPS, cycle time was 72 sec.

With 60MPS, cycle time is 61 sec.

Stallion SM-100 CNC
. Bed Mounted Multi Dia. Gauge along with
Steady Rest helped in
achieving Closer Tolerance and
better Surface Finish

Component Name: - Pump Rotor Shaft

Trial Results: Actual Cycle Time = 166 sec
Cp/cpk =1.33 on all OD
Taper on OD = less than 5 microns
Surface Finish = 0.25 to 0.4 Ra

BEFORE

AFTER

Surface finish-0.4 Ra.

Surface finish -0.25 to 0.35 Ra.

Taper > 11 microns

Taper < 5 microns
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IMTEX 2011
40,000 square meters.
750 Machines.
800 exhibitors
from across
23 countries.

This was IMTEX 2011, the 15th edition of the
International exhibition on metal-cutting machine
tools and manufacturing solutions concluded
recently in Bangalore.

MGT displayed the following state of the art high precision grinding machines1. iGrind 50 CNC Internal grinder - a new product launch
2. Rhino – 7 axes CNC Crank Pin grinder
3. Stallion SH 63 STAT CNC grinder equipped with hydrostatic guide ways
for Z axis - a new product launch
4. SM 100 – CNC grinder
5. Simple Grind 50 CNC cylindrical grinder - a new product launched keeping in
mind the aam aadmi and to ensure that CNC grinding technology is affordable.
6. eGrind 200 hydraulic cylindrical grinder for tool room applications.
Customers were very appreciative of the high level of indigenous technology
developed by MGT in the new generation machines displayed at IMTEX 2011.
They also admired the ergonomics, fit and finish of the new range of MGT
products. Several customers expressed their delight on seeing the TPM friendly
MGT grinders with innumerable TPM points imbibed by MGT over several years of
association with TPM gurus of industry.
2861 enquiries were received and thirty five of them have already been
converted into sales orders with a total value of ` 5.5 crores. This goes
to show that the Ace Micromatic Pavilion at IMTEX 2011 was well attended,
appreciated and had a measurably successful impact.
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IN FOCUS

Precision.
It is the quality of exactness.
And at MGT, we try to understand,
create and deliver Precision that
is more economical through our
machines. Take a look at
the stars of IMTEX 2011.

CNC Internal Grinding Machine IG-50
Material :
Maximum Chuck diameter
Max./Min Grinding Diameter
Grinding length
Peripheral Wheel speed
Belt Driven Spindle
HF Motor Spindle: 10 µm
Work Head Spindle Nose:
Hyd. Draw bar force at 15 bar

En353
210 mm
5-50 mm
70mm
33m/sec
8000-60,000 rpm
8000-1,60,000 rpm
A2-4 no.
500 kgf

Simple G`ind 50
Swing Over table
Admit between center
Grinding length
Grinding diameter
Peripheral Wheel speed
Spindle power
Work head taper
Tail stock taper
Micro taper correction range

260 mm
500 mm
400 mm
100 mm
33m/sec
3.7(5.5) KW
5 MT
4 MT
+/-0.040 mm

Stallion SM100 - CNC Grinding Machine
Swing Over table
Admit between center
Grinding length
Grinding diameter
Peripheral Wheel speed
Spindle power
Work head taper
Tail stock taper
Micro taper correction range

320 mm
1000 mm
1000 mm
100 mm
45m/sec
7.5 KW
5 MT
5 MT
+/-0.040 mm
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We are sure that the next decade will demonstrate what we have
already recognized, that corporate social responsibility is more
than just a nice thing to do, it is critical to the long term success
of any organization.

The mission for a better global society is well within human reach provided we can produce the right
leaders for tomorrow, develop a global outlook, combine ethics with economics and target a growth that
is sustainable and inclusive. At Micromatic, we have always operated within the socially desirable
parameters of fair practices, business ethics, good governance, corporate social responsibility and
philanthropy.
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THE HUMANISTIC NETWORK CASE STUDY
The Swiss based international 'Humanistic Network' chose Micromatic Grinding
as one of the two Indian companies (the other being Tata Group)
to use as a case study for its ‘Humanism in Business’ series.

‘Humanistic Management in Practice’, the book
in which the case study appears, is a collection of
business cases from all corners of the globe, in a
variety of industries and sizes. What unites this
group of businesses is that all of them are highly
successful market actors in a competitive
environment and yet they consider their ultimate
aim as the generation of societal benefit rather
than maximum profit.

We, at MGT, are proud to
be chosen for the study
and consider it as an
affirmation of the
direction we have taken.
Presented below is an
extract from the study.

THE BEST INPUTS FOR MAXIMIZING YOUR OUTPUT:
HUMANISTIC PRACTICES AT MICROMATIC GRINDING

The process of culture building process has been given a
renewed thrust through this one-hour meeting of 8-10
people held with the MD at intervals, wherein the
employees can initiate and 'talk about any topic in their
minds'. These are 'Truth' & 'Self-awareness' sessions.
The statements are recorded (in Hindi if required) and a
copy distributed to all in the end. Employees express their
sentiments about a range of issues, including their own
reflections about life, process improvements that are
required in some units and how to achieve team- work.

From
“ THE PHILOSOPHY OF MANAGEMENT”

In fact, at MGT, encouraging every individual to
communicate freely and openly is recognized as an
effective way of showing respect to the individuals. In
addition, it avoids all the troubles related to inevitable loss
of communication down the line, which often results in
distorting the facts and unfortunate interpretations at all
levels. It also provides a personal touch, which the MD
believes is most vital for such important matters as
reinforcing the value system of the company. Of course, it
puts a direct responsibility on the top management to 'Tell
It, As It Is'.

Mr. N.K. Dhand, the managing director of Micromatic
Grinding Technologies Ltd (MGT),looked up pensively as the
clock struck four in his small cabin. In another half an hour,
he would be in a 'No-Agenda' meeting with some of his
employees. It was called no-agenda meeting because that is
what it exactly was. Anyone was free to share anything in
the meeting, be it complaints about the flavour of the tea
being served in the company's premises, a philosophy about
life and love, the vision of the organization, or fears of
recession. The MD would be listening, and sometimes
sharing his views with some 10-15 officers and workers,
many of whom had joined only a few months ago.
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APPLYING THE' NEW PARADIGM'
The new paradigm of business, the paradigm that puts
environmental and social sustainability at the heart of our
management practices and therefore paves a way for
creating a business of the future, requires first, that our
collective thinking change.
And so, on 1st April, 2010, we had an open general
meeting. The topic for brainstorming ? “In what ways
should our thinking change so it is reflected in our daily
actions?”

“Operational Values”, which help us to focus on issues of
quality & sustainable inclusive growth.
And we realized that there was one value which influenced
all other values and without which it was impossible to
apply and practice the other values- “Self Discipline”.
So, Self Discipline became our core value, and based on
that, we redesigned our pocket diary to help every one
focus on the 4 areas of Self Discipline.

Based on our core ethical values, we developed

The MGT pocket diary

1.Two Improvements for myself.
2.Two Improvements at work place.
3.Two Improvements for my family.
4.Two Improvements for society.

But these are not just words, to be penned
down and forgotten. Our employees are living up
to the 'new paradigm' in many different and valuable ways.

Meet Mr. David Technician (Assembly).
He is an MGT technician with a heart of gold.
16th Feb. 2011. A young boy was seriously injured in a road accident. A big crowd
gathered to see the injured person but nobody was ready to help him. Mr. David
MGT technician was also passing by but he stopped to provide emergency help
without worrying about his own self or police harassment and took the injured boy
immediately to a hospital, thus helping to save his life.
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Mr. Pradeep Rana. “Asst. Mgr. Paint Shop”
To improve myself:
?
I will do daily exercise.
?
Listen to the news daily in the morning & evening.
At my work place:
?
Daily morning meeting in Dept.
?
Daily 10 minutes “5S” activity at workplace.
For my family:
?
Check school homework of my child.
?
Take the family for a visit to the park, temple or other places once every
week.
?
Doctor has advised for my child to take some fruit daily. I will ensure
availability of fruit daily at home.
For society & environment:
?
Awareness of energy saving to minimum 4 people on every Sunday.
?
A 100 trees planted in a primary school at my village.

Mr. Yogeshwar: Machine Shop (Operator)
For society & environment.
?
Made a team & collected `300 from each house to shift the electric poles &
got aluminum wires replaced by insulated wires.
?
Collect one packet of food from each house monthly & send 50 food
packets to Prachodana, a NGO providing meals to hungry people

Mr. Ashupal: Assembly (Technician)
For Myself:
?
Have patience.
?
Be calm.
For work place.
?
Give 4 suggestions monthly.

Mr. KHUSHAL SINGH RAWAT HR (Officer)
For family:
?
I will send my children to school daily in the morning.
?
I will give 2hrs daily to my spouse.
For Society :
?
I will never waste water
?
I will never use poly-bags.
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MGT GNK Initiative for Society
MGT has had a long and successful
collaboration with the
Gram Niyojan Kendra, an
NGO working towards the
upliftment and
development of the
underprivileged.

Through this long term association, we have helped
create a business model which gives back to society.

In 2010, the Gram Niyojan Kendra in association with MGT
started the Reispur Development Program.
The objectives of this program are?
Capacity building of women and girls – creating awareness of

reproductive
and child health issues.
?
Providing functional skills and developing individual/group
entrepreneurship
?
Clean Environment-Proper waste management
?
Serving the elderly and sick
The strategies adopted were?
Establishment and running of training centres
?
Community contact (group meeting, individual counseling, etc.)
?
Developing awareness
?
Group Work and group formation
?
Linkage development with resource agencies and persons/families
?
Regular monitoring
With these objectives in mind, a series of activities were organized. And most showed
spectacular results!!!
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Dress Designing

20 Girls have been trained under dress
designing-all of them are self employed
and earning ` 1,500 to 2,500 per month.

Bag Making

10 Girls and women have been trained
in bag making. All are self employed.

Beauty Culture

15 Girls and women have been trained
in beauty culture, all are self employed
and are earning ` 500 to `3,000/-

Health Attendant Training
program

60 Health Attendants have been trained
in two batches-all are self employed.
They are earning ` 5000/- - ` 7,500/- per
month

Management of Self Help
Groups

6 Self Help Groups have been linked
with DUDA programme. 85% of the
beneficiaries are girls and women.

Reproductive and child
health

72 pregnant women took the benefit of
Janani Suraksha Yojna. 122 pregnant
women registered with 6 Angan
Wadies.323 women and children have
been vaccinated.

Waste disposal

4 meetings have been organised with
12 members from the community. The
process is on.
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Every company exists in the context of its eco system and while most of the
effort is directed towards the business goals, it is important that the
eco system of the company is protected and enhanced over the years.
The negative impact of mindless resource utilization with no efforts at
environmental enhancement has given rise to huge global problems that can alter
the world for our children. as a responsible corporate, MGT seeks to enhance the
environment in a multitude of ways.

By using re -usable pallets for transportation
from the Ghaziabad to the Bangalore factory.
We save 173 mango trees or 243 Eucalyptus trees
annually.

MGT celebrated the Environment year in 2010
by recycling water.
The raw monthly
consumption of water
at MGT was 327 KLD.
190 KLD of that water
was ETP and STP
treated and reused for
the gardens.

VAM (vapour absorption machine) for CFC free, air
conditioning has been deployed since 1997 at the
Ghaziabad plant
MGT invested in new integrated ETP with STP for
appropriate treatment of all liquid waste at its new
plant in Bangalore

58% of the total
water consumed was re-used.

Powder Coating technology is being used in place of
spray painting reducing air pollution
substantially. Annual cost saving approx. ` 400,000.

Not only this, we also save water by stopping
coolant tank washing and using only waste cloth for
cleaning.

Rain Water
Harvesting
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New powder coating
line at MMS

ENVIRONMENT & ERGONOMICS
MGT's subsidiary org. MMS created another
landmark in 2010 by establishing the Powder Coating
line for the machine enclosures for MGT machines &

other customers. This technology is not only
environment-friendly reducing air-pollution by 80%
but also substantially reduces health hazards to the
workers.

Declaring our responsibility to one another,
to the greater community
of life and the environment,
and to future generations
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AN OVERVIEW

Covered area of 2,00,000 Sq. feet
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Sales & Service by

Micromatic Machine Tools Pvt Ltd
Aurangabad
Phone : 0240 - 2552309, 6511434
Fax : 0240 - 2553181
e-mail : mmtaur@acemicromatic.com
Bangalore
Phone : 080 40200555
Fax : 080 41136066
e-mail : mmtblr@acemicromatic.com
Chennai
Phone : 044-40440700
Fax : 044-40440749
e-mail : mmtche@acemicromatic.com
Coimbatore
Phone : 0422-4506183, 6588595
Fax : 0422-4206185
e-mail : mmtcbe@acemicromatic.com
Gurgaon
Phone : 0124-4745500
Fax : 0124-4030832
e-mail : mmtdel@acemicromatic.com

China
Phone : +86-021-58665031/32
Fax : +86-021-58665033
e-mail : miace@micromatic.com
Switzerland
Phone : 41 (0) 32 652 5841 / 43
Fax : 41 (0) 32 652 5842
e-mail : mmtgrenchen@acemicromatic.com

New Delhi Rly Stn.

Anand Vihar
Bus Termi.

Dabur

C-27
MGTL

Mohan Nagar
Crossing

ITO bridge

To Faridabad

Nizammuddin
bridge

Ghaziabad by pass

Gazipur Crossing
To Noida

Ring Road

G H A Z I A B A D

Sarai Kale Khan
BusTerminal

Connaught Place

River Yamuna

Overseas Offices :

GT Road
Old Delhi Rly Stn.

Ashram Crossing

Kolhapur
Phone : 0230-2460444, 2460123
Fax : 0230-2460941 / 9503040941
e-mail : mmtkop@acemicromatic.com

D E L H I

Airport

Pune
Phone : 020 - 40712111 / 27479661 / 9662
Fax : 020 - 40712121
e-mail : mmtpune@acemicromatic.com

HindonRiver

Mumbai
Phone : 022 - 26862017 / 26861976 /
26867271 / 7272
Fax : 022 - 26862006
e-mail : mmtbom@acemicromatic.com

N O I D A

not to scale

Ghaziabad Plant

C-27 & 28, Industrial Area, Meerut Road, Ghaziabad - 201003 (U.P.)
Tel.: +91-120-2712137/69/79, 2723216
Fax: +91-120-2717823
email: sales@micromaticgrinding.com
Website: www. micromaticgrinding.com

CAG ADVERTISING : 9810612122 (April '11)

Kolkata
Phone : 033 2364 8781 TO 83 / 6457 8825
Fax : 033 2364 8782
e-mail : mmtcal@acemicromatic.com

Bangalore Plant
Address: M/s Micromatic Grinding Technologies Ltd
Works: 5/A, KIADB Dobaspet Industrial Area,Nelamangala Taluk, Bangalore-562 111
Phone: 080- 27702449/27735385/86/87/88
FAX : 080 -27735384

Meerut Road
Sriram
Pistons

Delhi
Phone : 011-22414232/42448095
Fax : 011-22026761
e-mail : mmtdel@acemicromatic.com

